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Li-ion batteries (LIBs) performance proves highly correlated with ionic and electrical transport kinetics in electrode. Despite continual progress has been achieved on rational design of ideal electrode systems, their energy density, cyclic endurance and productivity are still far from perfect for practical use. Herein we propose an interesting, facile and versatile strategy to encapsulate various nanoscale metal oxides (covering both nanopowders and nanostructured arrays) into ultra-thin Ni matrix (metal oxide@Ni) for superior LIBs. Evolutions of such metal oxide@Ni hybrids (taking MnO@Ni and CoO@Ni as models) are thoroughly studied by monitoring their whole fabrication process. Putting “armors” on nanoscale metal oxide is thought helpful for the promotion of LIBs performance since the outer Ni matrix supplies both mechanical protection against huge volume changes and effective routes for electron transfer. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, all metal oxide@Ni hybrid electrodes exhibit drastic improvements on the capacity retention (e.g., ~452% capacity rise for MnO@Ni case while ~551% for CoO@Ni NWs), long-term cyclic stability and rate capabilities. This designed strategy can be further extended to make other advanced oxide@metal hybrids, not only for LIBs but also for other potential fields.

1. Introduction

Rapid development in electric vehicles and portable electronics has directed the scientific research to next-generation Li-ion batteries (LIBs) that are required to possess not only endurable cyclic lifespan but also high energy and power densities. These battery performances proved highly correlated with the transport kinetics of ions and electrons in LIBs systems. Generally, the optimal electrode kinetics can indeed bring forth several merits involving: i) improving the battery reactivity and reversibility, ii) maximizing the material utilization and thus enhancing the energy density, and iii) dramatically upgrading the power capability due to shortened pathways for ions diffusion/electrons transfer. Up to date, sustained efforts have been dedicated to the optimization of electrode kinetics, by means of engineering electrode materials into well-designed porous structures or creatively making desirable current collectors. The original work by Tarascon et al. initially demonstrated the achievement of a six-fold increase in power density by building a smart oxide@metal core-shell electrode architecture, with active Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles onto a 3D interconnected, flexible and lightweight graphene foam. Even though a variety of strategies on establishing advanced electrodes have sprung up, nearly all of them can be categorized into one general concept, that is, the incorporation of electrode-active materials with a specific functionalized conductive matrix, normally made from carbons or metals.

Despite continuous progress has been achieved on electrode kinetics optimization, several formidable challenges are still standing in the way to practical applications. Primarily, the configuration of nanoscale current collectors into electrode systems inevitably leads to a compromise between the rate capability and specific/volumetric energy densities. Conductive skeletons, in forms of 1D nanowire/nanotube arrays (NWs/NTs) or multi-dimensional bicontinuous networks used for electrons transport usually have occupied too much fraction of volume and weight in electrodes, which gives rise to a low energy density of electrodes per unit area/volume. Addressing this issue by simply filling more active substances into electrodes has yet been considered inadvisable since the overloaded materials would in turn take up the space and channels reserved for electrolyte and ionic diffusions. Next, in general the active materials anchored on conducting frameworks are naked and exposed straightforwardly into the electrolyte without any mechanical protections. Upon the...
deep insertion of $\text{Li}^+$, the high-capacity Li hosts suffering from huge volume expansions tend to become loose and detach from the conducting matrix, which undoubtedly causes severe capacity degradation in long-term cycling.\textsuperscript{5} Last but not least, the mass production of such patterned conductive frameworks requires huge expense and complex procedures.\textsuperscript{11} Current realization of metal matrix still relies on the template-assisted electrodeposition technique.\textsuperscript{6,8} Though using this approach can generate a diversified array of well-defined periodic architectures,\textsuperscript{12} the tedious and costly synthetic procedures pose great difficulties for commercial-scale use. Additionally, unlike conventional powders for thin-film LIBs, the hybrids of monolithic “actives/conductive matrix” show very little promise to be mass-produced on an assembly line.

Trying to overcome above obstacles and produce high-performance anodes for LIBs, we hereby develop a novel and general strategy to encapsulate nanoscale metal oxides into ultra-thin Ni matrix. The evolution of core-shell oxide@Ni hybrids is thoroughly investigated by monitoring the whole fabrication process. In order to demonstrate the superiorities of such metal oxide@Ni hybrids in LIBs, we purposefully focused on two representative examples that comprise i) ultra-long MnO@Ni nanowires (MnO@Ni) as a powder model and ii) CoO@Ni nanowire arrays (CoO@Ni NWs) for a binder-free case. When used for the anode of LIBs, both MnO@Ni and CoO@Ni NWs electrodes exhibit drastic improvements on the capacity retention (e.g., ~452% capacity rise for MnO@Ni case whereas ~551% for CoO@Ni NWs), long-term cyclic stability and rate performance in contrast to corresponding single-phased oxide counterparts. Our proposed strategy may open up a new prospect on rational design of promising Ni-based composite electrodes for a large spectrum of other potential applications such as electrochemical catalysis and biosensing.

2. Experimental Section

Reagents and solvents involved were of analytical grade and used without any additional purification. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Reagent Co. The typical synthesis of MnO@Ni hybrid and CoO@Ni NWs was listed as follows. To prevent the Ni oxidation, all prepared metal oxide@Ni samples were stored in a vacuum chamber (~10\textsuperscript{-3} MPa). Experimental details for the synthesis of pure Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} ultra-thin films and other metal oxide@Ni hybrids were present in the Electronic Supplementary Information.

2.1 Preparation of MnO@Ni hybrid: Ultra-long MnO\textsubscript{2} nanowires were synthesized according to pioneering literatures\textsuperscript{13} and directly used as the starting materials. In details, a mixture of MnO\textsubscript{2} nanowires (0.15 g), hexamethylenetetramine (HMT, 0.7 g), Ni(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}·6H\textsubscript{2}O (0.3 g) and distilled water (50 mL) was treated by ultrasonication for 15 min. The resulting suspension was then transferred into a sealed container (80 mL) and held at 95 °C for 6 h. Afterwards, the intermediate MnO@Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} samples were collected and washed by distilled water several times. The preparation of MnO@Ni hybrid was performed in a horizontal, quartz-tube furnace system.\textsuperscript{5b, 14} 0.3 g MnO@Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} powders (pre-dispersed into 10 ml distilled water, dropped onto a ceramic boat and dried at 60 °C) were placed in the centre of a quartz tube (tube diameter: 2 inch). 1.5 mL of ethylene glycol (EG) loaded in an alumina boat was put at the upstream zone of quartz tube (the distance from the alumina boat to quartz-tube center: 14 cm). Prior to heating, the tube reactor was sealed and flushed by Ar gas (200 sccm) for 10 min. The furnace was then heated to 620±10 K at a heating rate of ~10 K min\textsuperscript{-1} under a constant Ar flow of 80 sccm, kept for 15 min and allowed to cool down to room temperature naturally.

2.2 Preparation of CoO@Ni NWs: The CoO NWs were made by referring to our previous work\textsuperscript{15} and directly used as the raw materials. In brief, a piece of Ti foil with CoO NWs (area: 2.5×3.5 cm\textsuperscript{2}) grown on was immersed into a 80 mL container, wherein there was a 50 mL homogeneous aqueous solution containing 0.15 g Ni(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}·6H\textsubscript{2}O and 0.3 g HMT. Then, the container was sealed and held at 95 °C for 6 h. The obtained products of CoO@Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} NWs were fetched out, rinsed and dried at 60 °C. The following reducing treatment was the same with that of MnO@Ni hybrid except that CoO@Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} NWs took the place of MnO\textsubscript{2}@Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2}.

2.3 Characterizations and Battery Testing: Samples were characterized by using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Bruker D-8 Advance), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL JEM-2010F) and field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) (JSM-6700F, 5.0 kV). The capacity values are calculated based on the total mass of electrode materials (exclude carbon black and polymer binders). The mass of electrode materials was measured on a microbalance with an accuracy of 0.01 mg (A&D Company N92, Japan). For powder samples, a conventional slurry-coating process was employed to make the electrodes, which should be finished as quickly as possible. Active material powders, carbon black and poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) binder were mixed in a mass ratio of 80:10:10 and homogenized in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) to form slurries. The homogeneous slurries were passed onto a Cu foil, dried at 90 °C under vacuum for 12 h and cut into electrode discs (diameter: 12 mm). The mass loading of active materials on each current collector was controlled in a range of 1.5–2.8 mg/cm\textsuperscript{2}.

Whereas, for nanostructure arrays case, the film sample was directly cut into electrode disks and applied as the working electrode, saving the additives and slurry-coating procedures. The mass of metal oxides grown on current collector was measured within a range of 1.0–1.5 mg/cm\textsuperscript{2}. The coin-type cells (CR2032) were assembled in an Ar-filled glovebox (Mbraun, Unilab, Germany) using Celgard 2500 membrane as the separator. A Li foil was used as the counter and reference electrodes, and 1 M LiPF\textsubscript{6} dissolved in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC) was utilized as the electrolyte. All cells were aged for 12 h before testing. The discharge-charge cycling was performed at a controlled temperature of 25±0.5 °C by using a NEWARE battery tester.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Material Design & Working Principles

Generally, encapsulating nanoscale metal oxides into ultra-thin Ni matrix includes two main procedures (Fig. 1). For step I, the pre-synthesized nanostructured oxide precursors are in situ wrapped by ultra-thin Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} layers via a facile solution method conducted at 95 °C, resulting in the generation of metal oxide@Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2} intermediates. This encapsulation is uniform and
conformal that nearly all involved oxides are well dispersed/embedded into such Ni(OH)\(_2\) thin-film matrix. Basic characterizations on pure Ni(OH)\(_2\) film products, composed of X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscope (SEM) and optical observations are present in Fig. S1. It’s interesting to note that Ni(OH)\(_2\) films are in a sheet-like morphology and the thickness for one single sheet is estimated only around ~7 nm. Step II is a gentle chemical reduction treatment toward the intermediate products, eventually forming the functionalized metal oxide@Ni hybrids. The evolved Ni matrix nearly preserves the geometry of pristine Ni(OH)\(_2\) films and still tightly surrounds the inner metal oxides. The sheet-like morphology can be approximately remained at heating temperatures less than 635 K (360 °C). Notice that in the entire fabrication procedures, neither templates nor electrodeposition methods are utilized.

Our synthetic strategy coupled with this special material design concept will bring several highlights as follows:

(I) This strategy is simple and general, capable to be used for mass production of a broad class of core-shell metal oxide@Ni hybrids no matter what forms the oxide precursors are present in. We need to stress that it is applicable for both nanopowders and nanostructured arrays. The only requirement for our typical synthesis is that the core substance can maintain chemically stable in aqueous solutions and be robust enough to survive in a reduction treatment. By using this method, a series of metal oxide@Ni hybrids, like MnO@Ni, Fe\(_3\)O\(_4@Ni\), CoO@Ni NWs, C/CoFeO\(_2@Ni\) nanowall arrays (NWAs) have been fabricated. We believe that the formation of such core-shell hybrid structures is led by simple physical/chemical adsorptions, rather than other possible mechanisms via strong chemical bonding, electrostatic adsorption, etc.

(II) The introduced conductive matrix is integrated, ultra-thin (~few nanometers thick), permeable and pretty lightweight as compared to other solid metallic counterparts. In each electrode, Ni films statistically occupy a low proportion in weight (wt%≤19.6 %, calculated from the mass difference between original metal oxides and the formed metal oxide@Ni(OH)\(_2\) intermediate), which highly promises the energy density of LIBs electrode.

(III) Ultra-thin Ni layers are uniformly “worn” on nanosized metal oxides. The intimate contacts between the inner oxides and the outer Ni shell facilitate the electron transfer properties. Moreover, upon Li\(^+\) insertion/exertion processes, each individual oxide unit in Ni armor can better accommodate volume changes because the outer surrounded Ni layers are robust and malleable enough to protect the inner actives against the adverse expansion/aggregation effects.

(IV) The manufacture of such Ni matrix is energy-saving and low-cost as compared to the case of patterned metal frameworks made by tedious electrodeposition, and graphene paradigms obtained via chemical or physical energy-consumption routes.

3.2 Evolutions & Characterizations

3.2.1 MnO@Ni nanowires: a typical powder case

We typically chose MnO@Ni nanowires as a model of powder samples to characterize and study the entire evolution process. The raw material of ultra-long MnO\(_2\) nanowires was synthesized according to previous literatures.\(^{13}\) The hydrothermally prepared MnO\(_2\) nanowires possess a mean diameter of ~30 nm and spontaneously form an interwoven architecture (Fig. 2A-C). XRD pattern (Fig. 2S, bottom) identifies the successful generation of α-MnO\(_2\) (JCPDS 81-1947; space group: I/m) with cell parameters of a = 9.78 Å and c = 2.86 Å. After being treated by a solution method, MnO\(_2\) nanowires were then encapsulated within Ni(OH)\(_2\) films, forming intriguing coaxial MnO\(_2@Ni(OH)_2\) core-shell hybrid nanostructures (Fig. 2D-F). The newly present diffraction peaks in XRD pattern (Fig. 2S, middle) confirm the generated shell materials belong to α-Ni(OH)\(_2\) (JCPDS 22-0752). Note that all MnO\(_2\) nanowires are conformally wrapped by Ni(OH)\(_2\) layers, as clearly evidenced by a sharp contrast at the edge of each nanowire in SEM (Fig. 2D) and TEM observations (Fig. S3A-C). The high-resolution TEM image (Fig. S3C) definitely uncovers the thickness of surrounded Ni(OH)\(_2\) layer is as thin as ~7 nm. Final products of MnO@Ni were further obtained after conducting a gentle reduction toward MnO\(_2@Ni(OH)_2\) hybrids. The derived MnO@Ni hybrid nanowires exactly maintain identical core-shell geometrical morphologies to the intermediate MnO\(_2@Ni(OH)_2\) except that the outer Ni shell turns rough. This is quite distinct from former smooth Ni(OH)\(_2\) layers (Fig. 2G-I). Though the generated Ni sheets become porous or even turn into nanodots due to complex reduction/interfacial reactions, they still tightly encapsulate the inner MnO nanowires. The hybrid of MnO@Ni shows a mixed XRD pattern of MnO (JCPDS No. 07-0230) and Ni (JCPDS No. 04-0850) (Fig. 2S, top); no other diffraction peaks from possible impurities (e.g., NiO, etc.) were detected, confirming the total transformation of MnO\(_2\) to MnO and the complete reduction of Ni(OH)\(_2\) to Ni. EDS spectrum of MnO@Ni hybrids (Fig. S4a) reveals that the Mn/Ni atom ratio is 2.9:1 corresponding to a Ni content of ~22% (quite close to our result of 19.6% aforementioned). Moreover, EDS and SEM measurements on pure Ni nanofilms (evolved from the same Ni(OH)\(_2\) precursor) were also performed to ensure this reduction conversion (See Fig. S4b). The EDS result evidently shows that Ni takes a huge proportion (the Ni/O ratio is close to 19:1) in the reduced products. The slight impurity of C and O may largely come from the remained ethylene glycol or other yielded byproducts (e.g., R-OH, R-COH, R-COOH, etc.), which could be readily understandable since the reduction procedure was undertaken in an organic atmosphere.

Let’s concentrate on detailed structural features of MnO@Ni core-shell products. SEM (Fig. 3A) and TEM (Fig. 3D) images illustrate the evolved MnO@Ni hybrid nanowires are still kept interwoven with each other, forming an integrated network-like film structure. Closer inspections (Fig. 3B and C) disclose that there distributed numerous interconnected nanoparticles on the surface of MnO@Ni. High-resolution TEM observation on the selected region reveals the outer skin of MnO@Ni hybrid has a polycrystalline nature (Fig. 3E). Distinct lattice fringes with interplanar spacing of 0.2 nm and 0.17 nm successively match well with the (111) and (200) facets of cubic Ni. The formation of defective/porous Ni film, rather than a conformal Ni layer, may result from the thermal decomposition of Ni(OH)\(_2\) and possible solid-state interfacial diffusions/reactions between NiO\(_x\) and MnO. Similar phenomena and relevant mechanisms among adjacent materials have been elaborated in pioneering works.\(^{16}\)
Such defects on MnO@Ni surface can facilitate Li\(^+\) ions access to the inner MnO and accordingly favor the high-rate lithiumation/delithiation. In the inner part of MnO@Ni nanowire (Fig. 3F), the lattice fringe of 0.26 nm corresponds to the (111) plane of manganosite MnO, which is highly in accordance to the XRD result and meantime indicates the derived MnO core can still preserve a high crystalline property though subjected to a reduction procedure. Fig. 3H-J display the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDX) elemental mapping toward the designated region (Fig. 3G), verifying the supposed hybrid composition of MnO@Ni and the uniform encapsulation of Ni layers.

Another hybrid of Fe\(_2\)O\(_4@Ni\) was successfully made by following the same steps but starting with the precursor of single-crystalline Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\) hexagonal nanoplates (~60-100 nm in width and ~10 nm in thickness).\(^{17}\) Clearly, almost each of Fe\(_2\)O\(_4\) nanoplates has been packed within the integrated ultra-thin Ni film matrix (Fig. S5). This designed core-shell hybrid electrode architecture is fairly interesting and considered favorable for LIBs applications. The whole fabrication procedure is controllable; the mass fraction of Ni in ultimate powder samples can be precisely controlled by tuning the addition amount of Ni salts in the initial hydrothermal process. We need to emphasize that these uniform hybrid powders of metal oxide@Ni matrix can hardly be realized by conventional electrodeposition techniques, unambiguously reflecting our present methodology is pretty unique, efficient and smart.

### 3.2.2 CoO NWs@Ni: an example for arrayed nanostructures

This synthetic protocol is also applicable for making various arrayed metal oxide@Ni nanostructures. Herein, mesoporous CoO NWs grown on Ti foils are taken as a typical example because they have long been used as “hot” building blocks to construct 3D synergetic core-shell/branch hybrid films for electrochemical energy storage devices.\(^{20-22}\) The precursor of CoO NWs with a diameter range of ~60-80 nm was fabricated according to our previous work (Fig. 4A-C).\(^{15}\) After undergoing a simple soaking process, the yielded ultra-thin Ni(OH)\(_2\) films were surrounded homogeneously on each CoO nanowire to form the core-shell hybrid of CoO@Ni(OH)\(_2\) NWs (Fig. 4D-F). Note that such thin Ni(OH)\(_2\) films connect the neighboring CoO nanowires closely with each other. CoO@Ni NWs were finally produced after a mild reduction process. As clearly observed (Fig. 4G-I), the products well inherited the geometric morphologies of CoO@Ni(OH)\(_2\) NWs. The Ni shells with a smooth and conformal structure are still firmly coated on CoO NWs. The crystal structure and phase purity of hybrid CoO@Ni NWs were examined by XRD (Fig. S6). In XRD pattern, an overlapped diffraction pattern of cubic CoO (ICPDS No. 48-1719) and Ni well testifies the establishment of core-shell CoO@Ni NWs on Ti substrate. TEM characterizations were further used to elucidate the structure features of CoO@Ni NWs (Fig. 5A-C). The arrayed mesoporous CoO nanowires are totally encircled by the thin Ni overwrap. The CoO core and Ni shell can be readily distinguished from the designated region in Fig. 5B. The lattice with interplanar spacing of ~0.21 nm in the core section is indexed to the (200) facet of CoO while lattice fringes with a spacing distance of ~0.2 nm emerging at the outward shell agree well with the (111) plane of Ni. This high-resolution TEM image also evidences the intimate contact between the inner CoO core and outer Ni shell. The EDX mapping analysis on the selected area (Fig. 5D-G) discloses the elemental distribution of CoO@Ni NWs and definitely confirms their hierarchical core-shell hybrid structure.

In addition to the encapsulation of CoO NWs into Ni matrix, our developed approach can be extended to fabricate other metal oxide@Ni core-shell nanostructure arrays. For instance, C/CoFeO\(_x@Ni\) NWAs composed of C/CoFeO\(_x\)NWAs core\(^{20}\) and Ni shells have been built successfully by adopting the same evolution method. The overall morphology/architecture of derived C/CoFeO\(_x@Ni\) NWAs is similar to that of CoO@Ni NWs, with veil-like thin Ni films covering on each individual nanowall surface (Fig. S7). Compared to previously synthesizing metal oxides@metal core-shell/branch nanostructure arrays by means of electrodeposition,\(^{21}\) our synthetic approach is more easy-operation (without any electrochemical equipments and related accessories), cost-effective and energy-saving.

### 3.3 LIBs Properties of Metal Oxides@Ni Hybrids

The encapsulation of nanoscale metal oxides into ultra-thin Ni matrix renders this system very intriguing for LIBs applications. The anodic performance of MnO@Ni nanowires was evaluated for the powder case study. Fig. 6A compares the cyclic behaviors between pure MnO nanowires and MnO@Ni core-shell products at a current density of ~350 mA/g. Pure MnO nanowires exhibit a very poor cyclic behavior. Within prime 40 cycles, their specific discharge capacity descends sharply from the top ~1387 mAh/g down to the value of ~200 mAh/g; even worse, only a very pity capacity of ~119 mAh/g is preserved after 250 cycles. The drastic capacity degradation is mainly caused by the structural pulverization of such fine MnO nanowires. By contrast, the MnO@Ni hybrid still maintains a specific capacity of ~655 mAh/g after 250 deep cycles, enabling a large capacity rise of ~452% compared to that of single-phase MnO nanowires. Particularly noteworthy is an interesting and curious phenomenon that the capacity of MnO@Ni initially drops to the bottom of ~478 mAh/g (recorded at the 64\(^{th}\) cycle) but later progressively recovers to ~658 mAh/g (no similar capacity-rise results happen on pure MnO nanowires case). To in depth study the electrochemical properties of MnO@Ni electrode and better understand this capacity-rise phenomenon, we intentionally investigate the charge/discharge curves (Fig. 6B) and analyze their corresponding differential capacity (dQ/dV) plots at the 10\(^{th}\), 30\(^{th}\), 64\(^{th}\), 120\(^{th}\), 160\(^{th}\) and 200\(^{th}\) cycle, respectively (Fig. 7). During the 1\(^{st}\) discharge, the voltage decreases steeply from the open-circuit value to ~0.49 V where a plateau region sets in and continues until a capacity of ~1248 mAh/g is achieved. In the reverse charge (polarization) process, there are two plateaus successively present at ~1.29 V and ~2.23 V due to complex phase transformations of Mn\(^{x/2}\)/MnO\(_2\),\(^{22}\) contributing a total charge capacity of ~928 mAh/g and a high initial Coulombic efficiency up to ~74.4 %. After 10 cycles, the electrode of MnO@Ni hybrid still shows analogous polarization/de-polarization behaviors to the 1\(^{st}\) one, with a cathodic peak located at ~0.48 V and two anodic peaks at ~1.31 V and ~1.98 V, respectively (Fig. 7A). Over 30 cycles, the obvious decline in anodic peak intensity (Fig. 7B and C) declares the onset of capacity decay. We believe that the capacity fading, to a great extent, may stem from the
disruption or local structural rearrangements of MnO nanowires during lithiation/delithiation processes. In dQ/dV plot of the 64th cycle both cathodic and anodic peaks turn weak (or even vanished), which is in agreement with the cyclic result that the hybrid electrode runs at the lowest capacity. Afterwards, the charge/discharge capacity starts to revive in subsequent cycles. The delivered capacity increases up to ~532 mAh/g (at the 120th cycle), with a high growing rate of ~1 mAh/g per cycle. Note the fact that one polarization peak related to MnO\textsuperscript{2+}/Mn\textsuperscript{4+} conversion re-emerges at the potential of ~1.31 V suggesting a partial recovery of anodic reactions (Fig. 7D).\textsuperscript{22} The capacity of MnO@Ni electrode continuously grows to a maximum value of ~658 mAh/g at the 160th cycle and keeps stabilized around 655 mAh/g in later cycles. The dQ/dV plots in Fig. 7E and F show the regeneration of two anodic polarization peaks at ~1.3 V and ~2.19 V, respectively. Peak positions are overall similar to the case of the 10th cycle though one of anodic peaks has a slight potential shift (~0.21 V) from ~1.98 V to the positive direction. On basis of experimental records and analysis above, the proposed electrochemical process (Fig. 7G) may account for the origin of energy-storage recovery. MnO nanowires in MnO@Ni core-shell hybrid primarily convert into amorphous MnO nanoparticles owing to inevitable structural destructions including lattice distortions, substantial volume expansions, pulverization and particle aggregations etc. This Li-storage mechanism for MnO and other transitional metal oxides has been well accepted and demonstrated in pioneering works.\textsuperscript{22-25} These adverse factors stepwise bring forth electrical connection losses and irreversible capacity especially among a range of 24-64 cycles (Fig. 6A and B). However, along with consecutive cycling those MnO nanoparticles that originally lost electronic contacts are capable to reconnect with the Ni shell progressively (as proved by the gradual enhancement in intensity of MnO anodic peaks), thereby giving rise to a funny capacity revival. During this period, the robust, malleable and ultra-thin Ni “armors” worn on MnO nanowires play a vital role, not only on the accommodation of volume changes led by Li ions insertion/extraction but also in protecting them against aggregation effects and foremost favoring the electronic conductive Ni shells. Apart from CoO@Ni NWs, the hybrid of CoO@Ni NWs shows a remarkable capacity rise of ~551% which can still maintain a specific capacity as high as ~789 mAh/g over 100 cycles. The capacity retention even reaches ~97% relative to the initial reversible discharge value. Corresponding charge/discharge curves of CoO@Ni NWs (Fig. 8B) show a much higher discharge plateau (centered at ~1.2 V) and a lower charge plateau (at ~2.0 V) than nanosized CoO cases in reported literatures.\textsuperscript{15, 27} Revealing such CoO@Ni hybrid configuration has less potential hysteresis and smaller internal resistance. Rate capabilities of CoO@Ni NWs were examined under varied current rates (Fig. 8C and D). Along with the current densities increase from ~150 to 4800 mA/g, CoO@Ni NWs exhibit stable capacities varying at 839 (150 mA/g), 788 (300 mA/g), 728 (600 mA/g), 665 (1200 mA/g), 534 (2400 mA/g) and 356mA/h (4800 mA/g), respectively. All these values are definitely larger than those of pure CoO NWs. The noticeable improvements in rate behaviors declare the positive cooperative effects between the ionic conducting mesoporous CoO NWs and the electronic conductive Ni shells. Apart from CoO@Ni NWs, C/CoFeO\textsubscript{x}@Ni NWAs is another success of LIBs performance promotions by integrating ultra-thin Ni matrix with C/CoFeO\textsubscript{x} NWAs (See detailed electrochemical testing information in Fig. S10). This example once again highlights our clever
encapsulation concept for electrochemical energy-storage applications.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we developed a facile and versatile strategy of encapsulating nanoscale metal oxides into ultra-thin Ni matrix for superior LIBs application. The outer thin Ni shells acting like robust armors can supply mechanical protection of inner metal oxides against detrimental volume changes and also provide highly conductive pathways for charges transfer. For demonstrations, MnO@Ni hybrid nanowires (for powder case) and CoO@Ni NWs (for binder-free example) were chosen as two distinct prototypes to study the overall structural evolutions and the anodic performances in LIBs. When evaluated as the anode of LIBs, the hybrid of MnO@Ni shows remarkably improved energy-stored capability (~452% rise in specific capacity), superior rate behavior and cyclic stability to bare MnO nanowires electrode. Also, CoO@Ni NWs electrode exhibits drastic improvements on capacity retention (~75%) increase, rate and long-term cyclic performance when compared to the single-phase CoO counterpart. Our present strategy is general, powerful, simple and effective, suitable for both the construction of functional hybrid nanostructured arrays and fabrication of complex oxide@metal core-shell heterostructured nanoparticles that can hardly achieved via conventional electrodeposition routes. This work may also set up a new platform to develop more state-of-the-art oxide@metal core-shell hybrids for advanced applications, not merely in LIBs but also for other electrochemical and environmental fields.
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**Fig. 1:** A schematic showing general procedures of encapsulating various nanoscale metal oxides (covering both nanopowders and nanostructured arrays) into ultra-thin Ni matrix.
Fig. 2: Representative SEM observations on the evolution of MnO@Ni hybrids: (A-C) ultra-long MnO\textsubscript{2} nanowires, (D-F) the intermediate of MnO\textsubscript{2}@Ni(OH)\textsubscript{2}, (G-I) the ultimate MnO@Ni products.
Fig. 3: Electron microscopy characterizations: (A-C) SEM and (D) TEM images of evolved MnO@Ni hybrids; (E-F) High-resolution TEM observations toward their outer shell and inner core structures, respectively; (G-J) EDX elemental mapping of core-shell MnO@Ni hybrid products.
Fig. 4 Representative SEM observations on the evolution of CoO@Ni hybrid NWs: (A-C) pristine CoO NWs grown on Ti foil; (D-F) the CoO@Ni(OH)$_2$ intermediate; (G-I) the ultimate CoO@Ni NWs.
**Fig. 5** Electron microscopy characterizations: (A-B) TEM, (C) HRTEM observations and (D-F) EDX elemental mapping toward the evolved CoO@Ni hybrid NWs.
Fig. 6: (A) Cyclic comparison of MnO@Ni hybrids and pure MnO nanowires under a current density of ~350 mA/g. (B) Charge/discharge curves of MnO@Ni in the voltage range of 0.005-3V at a constant current rate of ~350 mA/g. (C) Charge/discharge curves of MnO@Ni performed under varied current densities. (D) Comparison of rate performance between MnO@Ni hybrids and pure MnO nanowires.
Fig. 7 (A-F) Corresponding differential capacity plots (dQ/dV) of MnO@Ni hybrid electrode at the 10th, 30th, 64th, 120th, 160th and 200th cycle, respectively. (G) A proposed schematic showing the electrochemical reaction mechanism of MnO@Ni hybrid electrode.
Fig. 8 (A) Cyclic comparison of pristine CoO NWs and CoO@Ni NWs at a current density of ~300 mA/g. (B) Charge/discharge curves of CoO@Ni NWs in a voltage window of 0.005–3V at ~300 mA/g. (C) Charge/discharge curves of CoO@Ni NWs under varied current densities; (D) Comparison of rate capabilities between CoO@Ni NWs and bare CoO NWs electrode.